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Chamber: Costs of EPA
climate rule could top $50
billion a year
By Benjamin Goad - 05/28/14 10:08 AM EDT

The country’s largest business lobby warned Wednesday that the Obama
administration’s proposal to impose new limits on greenhouse gas emissions from power
plants could eclipse $50 billion in annual costs through 2030.

The new study from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce comes ahead of the
Environmental Protection Agency’s planned rollout of draft regulations at the center
of President Obama's climate change init iative.

Obama announced the push last year,
declaring that he would not wait for the
bitterly divided Congress to pass legislation
to counter the effects of global warming. 

“Congress is being bypassed and this is the
path that we’re on, which its why we
sought to analyze this,” said Karen Harbert,
president of the Chamber’s Institute for
21st Century Energy.

The intitute's report concludes that the
forthcoming regulations could diminish the
nation’s coal-fired energy capabilities by a
third, as plants unable to meet the new
standards shutter. Coal currently
represents roughly 40 percent of the

country’s energy production, and is a major part of the employment picture in many
states, including West Virginia, Kentucky, Wyoming and Pennsylvania.

The Chamber’s study says as many as 224,000 jobs would be eliminated annually
through 2030 under the proposal.

The EPA bristled at the report, saying it is unfounded and based on speculation, since
the details of the proposal would not be made public until next week. 

“Critics have tried for years to convince people that more pollution equals more jobs
and a better economy, but history has proved them wrong over and over again,”
agency spokeswoman Liz Purchia said. “EPA has been around for more than 40 years;
and throughout our history we've cut pollution by 70 percent while the economy has
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doubled.”

The Chamber report is based on the framework of a proposal offered by the Natural
Resources Defense Council, a major proponent of the plan. The NRDC is poised to issue
its own, competing report, which is expected to draw starkly different conclusions —
including predictions of more jobs, and major public health benefits. 

Purchia pointed to the ever-increasing price tag associated with natural disasters linked
to climate change.

“The fact is, the cost of inaction on climate is the real drain on our economy,” she said.
“More of our dollars are going to more devastating storms, rising sea levels raise the
cost of keeping our drinking water clean and extreme heat and wildfires destroy towns
and hurt local economies and businesses that depend on tourism.”

Yet the Chamber report suggests higher power bills and smaller cash reserves for
Americans.

If the regulations are enacted, consumers would have to pay an estimated $289 billion
more for electricity and their disposable income would decrease by $586 billion,
according to the report.

The EPA regulations, though, would reduce overall emissions by just 1.8 percent, during
a period when global carbon emissions are expected to rise by nearly a third, the
Chamber said.

“Our analysis shows that Americans will pay significantly more for electricity, see slower
economic growth and fewer jobs, and have less disposable income, while a slight
reduction in carbon emissions will be overwhelmed by global increases,” Harbert said.

The administration, and perhaps the president himself, is expected to unveil its
proposal for emission limits on Monday.

This story was updated with additional information at 12:10 p.m.

Climate change mitigation, Climate change policy, Climate change,
Energy policy, Environment, Coal
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• Reply •

Go_USA2012 •  a year ago
Jobs? We don't need no stinkin' jobs.

This will disproportionately affect poor people. Why does Obama hate poor people?

Liberalism is a mental disorder.
  24  

• Reply •

Prof   •  a year ago> Go_USA2012
When does the "Chamber" figure it out?

Obama tells WEST POINT class 14, that he doesn't want to use the "HAMMER"

BUT Obama is using the "HAMMER" against the American People, it is called
euphemistically :

THE Environmental Protection Agency’ (EPA)

Obama is at war with Americas economy and its traditional way of life. 
"transformation" war of marxist redistribution and far left liberalism. He is using
the powers(???), agencies and tools of the Executive to ram a heinous leftist
agendas through....he figures that a little at a time Americans (like accepting
Obama $4 gas)..Americans will come to stomach (accept) it...

Time is running out for Obama...his government WAR will be ratcheting up and
getting more deplorable. The QUESTION is.. will America continue to swallow his
agenda ??

  10  

paint inc56  •  a year ago> Prof
A big fat YES, they are & will because MOST of them are LAZY & WANT
government to tell them how to live & wipe their a$$es for them. Brits are
taxed at about 70% of their income & most LOVE it because they no
longer have to THINK or make decisions for themselves. We are always
about 10 years behind them & we are now embracing European style
Socialism.
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• Reply •

This racist, FASCIST P O S wants to take it even further than that but
fortunately the BI T CH can't run again. However Hillary will carry on his
muslim loving, America despising agenda for him.

  

• Reply •

GONE FISHING  •  a year ago> Go_USA2012
These are the same lies that the Anti-US Chamber always spews out...and
EVRYTIME they are proven to be lies....yet, dito heads will fall for it everytime

  5  

• Reply •

Muncie  •  a year ago> GONE FISHING
100,000,000 able bodied workers out of work is a lie. Just ask them.

  10  

• Reply •

GONE FISHING  •  a year ago> Muncie
Yep, and thanks to the last great republican recession of 2007, it
takes along time to recover.
Just like it took a long time for America to recover from the 1929
great republican depression...

  3  

• Reply •

Raging Goose  •  a year ago> GONE FISHING
Hey dickk head who held the purse strings during the sub-
prime induced meltdown, why that would be the Democrats
and they didnt do shit to fix it. I can still hear that pole
smoker Frank saying in late 06 that Fannie and Freddie were
doing great and didnt even need to be monitored. Then we
got to throw billions at them in 08 to bail them out. GFY
delusional one your twisted remembrance of history is pretty
poor.

  12  

• Reply •

Munice  •  a year ago> GONE FISHING
So the Chamber Commerce is correct, and you're the liar.

  6  

• Reply •

kirk  •  a year ago> Munice
The Chamber of Commerce only reports one side - no
mention of the jobs created in the greentech sector that
offsets jobs lost in the fossil fuel sector. Job creation rates in
the solar-related industries for eg not only match if not
exceed that of coal, but average income of those jobs is
considerably higher. Awfully deceptive to purposely neglect
mentioning the other side of the coin.

  3  

• Reply •

Munice  •  a year ago> kirk
Job creation in the green market is funded by deficit
spending, it just cannot pull its own weight in the energy
market. Job creation in the fossil market is funded by
efficiency and higher energy production. Energy costs are
much higher for green energy creators such as solar and
wind because they are so inefficient. On the other hand,
fossil fuels produce much more energy for less investment
dollars.

http://www.wind-energy-the-fac...

In turn, fossil energy produces more jobs and more energy
than the green market. No deception on that fact.

  8  

kirk  •  a year ago> Munice
Comparing a long-established, entrenched industry with full
infrastructure to one still in it's infancy as if they're equal is
absurd. Compare renewables today with fossil fuels back in
their early days, or renewables a century from now with
fossil fuels today.

"In turn, fossil energy produces more jobs and more energy
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• Reply •

than the green market."

Not even close as far as jobs are concerned. According to
the BLS, green jobs (which, granted, is a pretty broad
category, but then so is "fossil fuels") outnumber fossil fuel
jobs 4-1 in the US. Even the American Petroleum Institute
projects that by 2030 nearly half of all "oil" jobs in the US will
be in gas stations.

  2  

• Reply •

SnorbertZangox  •  a year ago> kirk
The Spanish discovered that each "green job" came with a
cost of three other jobs lost.

In addition, the jobs that "green energy" provides, like
cleaning the glass on the solar collectors and disposing of
the dead birds around wind mills don't pay very much.

  7  

• Reply •

kirk  •  a year ago> SnorbertZangox
Solar-related jobs in the US grew 10 times faster in 2013
than the national average employment growth. Fossil fuels?
Not so well. A Berkeley study a few years back found that
investing in renewables would produce more jobs than
comparable investment in fossil fuels, and showed that
renewables create more jobs per average MW than does the
fossil fuel sector. It's your future. Get used to it.

Median wages in the "clean" economy as a whole - which is
pretty broad, I'll grant you (but then so is the "fossil fuel"
industry, which theoretically could include the Kochs etc) -
are 13% higher than median US wages.
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• Reply •

SnorbertZangox  •  a year ago> kirk
I assume that you understand that if true, your assertion
that operation of renewable energy production will create
more jobs than are lost by fossil-fuel generators will result in
higher energy costs because labor is expensive.

  4  

• Reply •

kirk  •  a year ago> SnorbertZangox
Renewables operations are cheaper, the overall cost to the
economy is far lower than that of fossil fuels, and there's far
more potential for improving technologies. All of which will
bring energy costs down. You know what will result in higher
energy costs? Relying on a shrinking pool of finite resources
that have to be spread amongst an ever-growing global
population.

Look, I don't really care whether you like it or not but you
better get used to it. It's your future and it's coming fast.

http://blogs.barrons.com/incom...
  1  

• Reply •

Dwight  E Howell  •  a year ago> kirk
The Spanish are giving up on it. The Germans are sliding that
way. Austrailia walked away. The British are moving that
way. The French use nuclear.

  1  

• Reply •

socalphysicist   •  a year ago> kirk
Really? How do you explain the 2.6% unemployment rate in
ND?

  3  

Dwight  E Howell  •  a year ago> kirk
Your green tech jobs just mean the cost of electricty went
up. Warren Buffet says it's only worth investing in when the
government subsidizes it. In other words it's one huge
money transfer from the public to the alternative energy
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• Reply •
sector with no real pay back for users.

  1  

• Reply •

Lying damn clowns  •  a year ago> Munice
Proven by what asse breath?

  2  

• Reply •

GONE FISHING  •  a year ago> Munice
Really? name a time when their dire predictions of jobs lost
because of regulations were correct...
Crickets is all we hear now from the right wing lemmings..

  2  

• Reply •

LIBTURD HUGH JAYNESS  •  a year ago> GONE FISHING
The Obozoscare lie that millions of jobs would be created.
When we have actually LOST jobs, the Chamber was dead
on. Name on time they have been wrong, leech?

  6  

• Reply •

GONE FISHING  •  a year ago> LIBTURD HUGH JAYNESS
"Obozoscare"??? WTF is that? 
Are you drunk or just stupid?

  1  

• Reply •

Muncie  •  a year ago> GONE FISHING
So all those jobs are being shipped out of country because
the regulations are "correct"?

  3  

• Reply •

GONE FISHING  •  a year ago> Muncie
Nope, jobs leave this country because of the JOB KILLING
FREE TRADE policies...

  1  

• Reply •

Len Collings  •  a year ago> GONE FISHING
Jobs go because the US has the highest corporate tax
structure in the world of 35%. If you are a billionaire insider
like GE then your tax is reduced to ZERO.

  2  

• Reply •

LIBTURD HUGH JAYNESS  •  a year ago> GONE FISHING
OBOZO jacked up the UE rate to 10% AFTER wasting a
trillion bucks. Nuff said, Obot.
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• Reply •

Paul  •  a year ago> LIBTURD HUGH JAYNESS
You've got it backwards. The unemployment rate went up to
10% because of the recession. The $800 billion not $ 1
trillion lowered it to 8% and prevented the recession from
becoming a depression.

  1  

• Reply •

Dwight  E Howell  •  a year ago> Paul
I'm afraid they no longer calculate unemployement the old
fashtioned way though Shadow Stats can tell you what they
really are. The real numbers you need to look at are people
on food stamps and participation rate in the work force.
Take a look and get educated.

  1  

• Reply •

Lying pos  •  a year ago> Muncie
Prove it Koch breath

  2  

• Reply •

Raging Goose  •  a year ago> GONE FISHING
Sucks having the raw truth shoved up your asss now doesnt it.

  5  

Kuruus fox Koch troll  •  a year ago> Raging Goose
AWWW kuruus Koch sock is back bagging as usual
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• Reply •  2  

• Reply •

LIBTURD HUGH JAYNESS  •  a year ago> GONE FISHING
LMAO. Look WELFARE RETARD. The LIAR OF THE YEAR, your hero, knows
jobs will be crushed, and you defned him. GFY ass munch

  5  

• Reply •

paint inc56  •  a year ago> GONE FISHING
Crawl back to media matters & pick up your pack of cigarettes or is it
baggie of pot now?

  

• Reply •

Checksix  •  a year ago> Go_USA2012
He wants them "desperate" and "dependent"...on Government. THEN he can
count on their vote because HE OWNS them. It's humiliating, degrading and very
sad. (this view is considered "compassionate" in the twisted liberal mind
thought)

  1  

• Reply •

KeiMechiso •  a year ago
Why no government subsidies to help pay for these burdensome pollution regulations?
All spent on "green" companies owned by Democratic cronies and donors?

  12  

• Reply •

LeLeMans  •  a year ago> KeiMechiso
Because the Supreme Court ruled otherwise 70 years ago. It was the New Deal
court that rolled over for the progs and wrecked our Constitution.

  5  

• Reply •

American_Liberty_2 •  a year ago
The CoC is a corrupt Anti-American worker organization. They hold Obama's hand on
immigration reform but now their favorite president whom they help elect is not playing
fair to them. I'm for free markets but the CoC is a blood sucking parasite to hard
working men and women in this country - legal hard working Americans.

  5  

• Reply •

LeLeMans •  a year ago
So what? It's only jobs. If the pursuit of our Green Utopia results in little old ladies
freezing to death in the winter because they can no longer afford electricity, tough
toenails. Eggs and omelets and all that. Besides, we have to keep Tom Steyer happy
and green swag doesn't keep coming into our campaign coffers all by itself. Shut up,
peasants. You'll speak when spoken to.

  7  

• Reply •

ggm281  •  a year ago> LeLeMans
Hey, those old ladies cost us a fortune in Medicare. Time for them to move out
of the way of the Millennials.

  2  

• Reply •

delmar gluten •  a year ago
Barry and company hate America and everything it stands for!

  5  

• Reply •

joehall •  a year ago
The age of fossil fuels is over. The age of renewables is here. Those jobs will be
replaced by job in the solar and wind industry. The Chamber needs to get on board or
get out of the way. Trying to prop up a dying industry goes against the tenants of
capitalism...

  8  

• Reply •

jmburca  •  a year ago> joehall
Joe...your imagination will not pay the rent.

  16  

• Reply •

joehall  •  a year ago> jmburca
My solar panels are generating full power right now, I won't have an
electric bill this month. That's your rent right there....

  1  

Munice  •  a year ago> joehall
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flyover — You give these libs an inch and
they take a kilometer.

ALSO ON THE HILL

• Reply •

Obama put a bunch of solar panels on the roof the White House.
They'll produce enough energy to power six 50 watt light bulbs.

Plus the panels cost the taxpayers a bundle. The price for being
politically correct is expense.

  6  

• Reply •

joehall  •  a year ago> Munice
You don't know squat about it. I have a solar array, I know
what they do....

  2  

• Reply •

Munice  •  a year ago> joehall
Power a strip mall with it. Let us know how it goes.

Like I said, they're toys. Inefficient, toxic heavy batteries,
expensive to install, toys. Maybe nice for a household
backup system in case the real power goes out, but you can
buy a much efficient and reliable gas powered generator if
you're concerned about that problem.

Toys.
  8  

• Reply •

kirk  •  a year ago> Munice
Lol. Sounds like you're trapped in the 1970s. You need to try
and keep up.

  

• Reply •

Leemoe  •  a year ago> joehall
Do they work fine at night too or do you then run around with
flashlight in hand?

  5  

• Reply •

irvman1  •  a year ago> joehall
Got them for free did ya, I love when people forget to remark that
these panels have any cost at all. Free, they are all free. No
maintenance,no upkeep, freeee. Hahahaha

  3  

• Reply •

irvman1  •  a year ago> joehall
You and Obama got it wrong, capitalism is the natural progression to better and
cheaper, forcing what you call capitalism on the people is called tyranny. If our
forefathers had thought this way we would still be cooking over fire pits and
dying by age fifty.

  10  
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